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Greetings to you all from a cold and frosty Cheltenham.
It has been lovely to see some of you these past few weeks, if only in a square on a computer
screen. Thank you for all your responses telling me your favourite carols - over 70 different ones
but with a clear winner! Also a huge thank you to Julie, Jenny and Ann for sharing their personal
and moving stories. Annabel Knight is just coming to the end of her series of sessions on
‘Playing folk tunes by ear’ and Julie Dean gave us a really interesting and informative
presentation on ‘The History of Music Notation’. I have really enjoyed doing online sessions as a
replacement for my Halsway autumn ensemble course. Coming up in 2021 we have a huge
variety of possibilities on offer. (Details below and on p2.) The success of these online sessions
so far, with very different content from our ‘bricks-and-mortar’ courses, leads us to think that we
will continue with online courses in some form after we resume the others.

When The Hayes cancelled our ERC 2021 booking it seemed like a good idea to ask our
‘Recorders-for-All’ tutors whether they could do some virtual courses for us and we are in the
process of putting together a great selection for 2021 (see p.2). There are two types:
1. ‘plenary’ - open to all course members, with participants generally remaining muted when
they play. This is the online equivalent of learning in a large group. The main disadvantage
is not being able to hear the other participants, only the tutor (I feel there’s a benefit in
there somewhere though…).
A huge advantage is being able to try something new with no risk of embarrassment: a
diﬀerent fingering or an unfamiliar trill or ornament in the privacy of your own home but
with a tutor keeping you on the straight and narrow and guiding you through any
diﬃculties. These will cost £8 per session
2. ‘technical’ - numbers are limited and the sessions may be more targeted towards a
specific level of playing or experience. Course members will have the opportunity to
receive specific feedback and individual guidance and may be expected to do a little
preparation or follow-up. More like a group lesson. £12 per session

We kick oﬀ 2021 with Julie’s online version of the course which she delivered at last year’s
ERC - ‘I Love Scales’. Places are limited on this technical course (5 sessions) so please
contact Jan asap if you wish to reserve a place. jan.epps57@gmail.com
This is followed in January by courses with Chris Orton and then, in February, with Annemarie
Klein. Details are on following page - please contact Jan if you wish to reserve a place.
jan.epps57@gmail.com
N.B. These are only available to people who have previously attended a ‘Recorders-forAll’ course i.e. ERC, SuRF or Autumn Ensembles.

Recorders-for-(virtually)-All Courses 2021
I Love Scales (technical) with Julie Dean - Wednesdays 4-5pm starting 6th Jan for 5 weeks
Scales & arpeggios are the essential building blocks for all music but too often they are only thought of as an exam
requirement at the last minute, then forgotten just as quickly. These sessions will give you a working understanding of
scale theory, how to play them, how to play the variants, how to practice them and how to make them work for you
in the pieces we perform. We will also use scales as our basis to expand into other areas of theory, playing and
practice technique. All music is provided. No scale book needed!

For more information, read Roz’s review below. Places are limited and will be filled on a first-comefirst-served basis.
Julie Dean’s course “I love scales” blew my socks oﬀ!
I was worried that it would be rather dry and dull but the complete opposite was the
case because of Julie’s terrific sense of humour and enthusiasm for this subject.
How often when practising do we speed up at the easy bits and slow down when the
music gets tricky instead of keeping a steady pace throughout? Julie uses the Suzuki
method of teaching which I had not heard of before. It involves repetition and taking
things at a slow and steady pace until your fingers and brain tally and without realising
you find yourself playing the right notes faster, a combination I have often striven but
failed, to achieve!
She showed us how all scales follow the same basic pattern [tone,tone,semitone,
tone,tone,tone,semitone] and so once you knew that all scales were the same and
therefore easy. Unbelievably she had us playing every single scale with a degree of ease by the end of the
course.
If you want to have a great deal of fun, learn a lot and improve your playing far beyond what you thought
you could achieve, this is the course for you. I loved it and am still reaping the benefits nearly two years
later. Who knows? You might even relish practising your scales regularly!

Don’t Count it - feel it! (plenary) with Chris Orton
Fridays 10-11am 8th, 15th, 22nd, 29th* Jan

An introduction to how Dalcroze Eurhythmics can help you feel secure with pulse, meter, timing, subdivision and a
whole lot more! Through a range of activities which require whatever physical movement you can manage, we will
explore how we can ALL develop our musicianship. If it is 'in the body', then it will be in the mind and the fingers. We
will use our recorders of course, but also activities away from the recorder as well. No previous experience needed.

Medieval music and the recorder (technical) with Chris Orton
Fridays 11:30-12:30 8th, 15th, 22nd, 29th* Jan

In this workshop we will explore some of the earliest music available to us, looking at a range of music from the
travelling performers of Italy and France to the 'high art' of the Ars Subtillior. No previous experience needed, just an
interest in connecting with the distant past.

(*this last date may have to be moved to 5th Feb)

Ground Basses with Annemarie Klein
Chaconnes and passecailles are always firm favourites with instrumentalists. We will explore the harmonic
structure of these dances, tackle technical diﬃculties and play them together, culminating in a complete
play through with harpsichord.
Plenary - Fridays 5th and 12th Feb at 10-11:15am on both days.
Technical - Friday 19th February 10-4:30
This full day’s workshop will be with Annemarie and John Kitchen MBE (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
John_Kitchen_(musician)). Repertoire will include Purcell’s 2 in 1 Upon a Ground. Level is higher
intermediate/advanced. Places will be limited and will be on a first-come-first-served basis.

Further details on repertoire and course content for both plenary and technical will be sent out in the new
year but to reserve a place now, please email Jan: jan.epps57@gmail.com

Your Favourite Carols 2020
There were 45 carols with just one vote each; the only carols chosen by more than one
person are listed below:
2 votes:
Adam lay y Bounden
Deck the halls
Il est né
I Saw Three Ships
Jesus Christ the apple tree
Sans Day carol
3 votes:
Ding dong Merrily on High
Hark the Herald Angels Sing
O Come O come Emmanuel
O Holy Night
The Nativity Carol (Rutter)
4 votes:
Balulalow
Gaudete
The Shepherds’ Farewell
5 votes:
Bethlehem Down
O Little town of Bethlehem
6 votes:
In Dulci Jubilo
It came upon the midnight clear
7 votes:
Coventry Carol
Gabriel’s Message
Silent Night
Three Kings from Persian lands afar
The winner - with a massive 21 votes - was In the Bleak Midwinter. ‘But to which tune?’
I hear you cry: ’Darke or Holst?’
I can now reveal that the vote was 13 to 8 in favour of Darke.
(However, as many of the those were postal votes, I shall be contesting the result to
ensure that Holst achieves his rightful place at the top…)

Playing the recorder is easy!
OK, so let’s clarify the click bait title ... Playing recorder really is easy but playing it well, in my
opinion, is damn near impossible. I am in awe of people who can do this.
We often hear and see excellent recorder players but what about the view from steerage – the hoi
polloi. I most definitely cannot speak for others but I can describe my own journey into recorder
playing (clawing my way almost to adequacy) and the world of recorders.
So – here is my story – How I Became A Recorder Player. Oeeer – feels like a confession? Should I
apologise?
Who plays the recorder and why? 8 years ago, in my late 50s, I knew no-one who played – I
wasn’t really aware that it was a legitimate musical instrument and sadly I’m certainly not alone in
that ignorance.
1
I have played jazz bass guitar for decades. I didn’t play by ear or read music – I "walked" through
a sequence of jazz chords . Also a regular attender of jazz courses I was never comfortable –
partly because of the strutting, competitiveness and status consciousness in this milieu. However,
I got interested playing melodies and considered another instrument. So, of course, I went oﬀ to
YouTube – I’m not sure how I missed bassoon, theorbo or viola da gamba but, happily, what I did
find was the tenor recorder. Perfect! A gentle, delicious tone (bonus: happy neighbours).
A bit of internet shopping got me a plastic tenor and a book on how to steer it. Hummm... maybe I
needed some help ... oﬀ I went to a local evening class – and bang – that was it! I was recorder
player – foot very firmly on the first rung. The challenges rained down like arrows at Hastings.
But ... the playing and, most assuredly the people, had me hooked. What a diﬀerent world to the
edgy jazz scene (that I still sniﬀ round the edges of).
2
Merely a few months later I was welcomed to my first SuRF course (holiday!!) at Cheltenham –
gulp! I sat on a huge stage with 100+ players, clutching my tenor and dutifully played the first note
in the bar and then counted: toot-2-3-4, toot-2- 3-4 etc.. There are lovely, supportive players who
still remind me about that!
But mainly I remember the fantastic atmosphere of so many (mainly) older, independent (mainly)
women enjoying a shared interest – absolutely fabulous!
Behind me on the stage sat the BIG KIDS with BIG BASSES – I was fascinated. It wouldn’t be long
before I got my first bass – a cheap as chips Yamaha copy.
However not all was rosy in the garden ... I had a few obstacles to overcome. First was learning to
read music – I had fallen at this hurdle before. I got a book with CD (in fact I have bought a lot of
3
music books, a lot!) and I got some slow down software and I tried and failed (bloody triplets)
and tried and failed (argghhh rests!) to get to grips. I went slower and slower... and got better and
better (maybe there’s a moral there). So there – just because (like me) you didn’t learn at school
doesn’t mean you can’t learn later in life.
Next – breathing – not as natural as it first appeared. And phrasing. OK – these 2 I’m severely
challenged by. I can see what I need to do – just devote a few more decades then I think I have
them conquered – sorted!
My evening class ended. My recorder playing ended. I took up clarinet. That didn’t last – that
clarinet is hard work and rowdy.
My friends from the recorder class restarted with an excellent new tutor – creating a training group
4
to feed people in the local SRP – well – they were not going to feed on me. That all sounded way
too grown up – I was a bit scared in fact. Eventually I crept into the weekly class with old and new
friends – home sweet home.

Next – plenty of courses. We are spoiled in the recorder world by having good, aﬀordable
residential courses with highly skilled, welcoming tutors and friendly participants.
5
I had a barrier about a full week of recorder playing but busted that with my now favourite
ERC . By now I was playing bass, tenor and (reluctantly) descant recorders – however the
treble fuddled me. On one ERC course a kind tutor took me under their wing and walked me
slowly, slowly (yes – the magic formula applied again!) through the mysteries of alto. With the
help of a talented, supportive recorder tutor I entered and passed my first and only music
exam – Grade 4 on treble.
Next problem – where is the "one"? I mean when do you play the first beat in the bar – I was
(am) very aggressive about the beat – when the conductors hand stops coming down that’s
me up and running. Why do recorder players (compared to jazz) have a little holiday after the
count? I had one poor chap get very irate sitting next to me because he considered that I was
pushing the beat – unusual since most players are tolerant of weaker players. The only other
awkward experience was an eccentric who shared my faults but was blind to theirs. Quite rare
to have any bad feeling on courses.
6
I was eventually captured by SRP – a lovely chairperson lured me in. Now SRP (and TOOTH )
are high up there the list of things I miss during lockdown. My default SRP instrument is my
Paetzold great bass – it was unlikely that I would resist getting one! As they say – Q: How
many recorders do you need? A: Just one more!
I’ve filled my boots with playing opportunities, both local and travelling a little further afield–
seek and you will find – hopefully. Along this journey I’ve hooked up with a couple of friends
7
and formed a trio (JADE) – we meet twice a week on the internet using Jamkazam (danger:
money and some technical knowledge required but well worth it) – it works extremely well for
us – including no travelling or distractions. By the way – we’ve had 2 well known recorder
composers write pieces for our lowly trio – how wonderfully generous is that!
In summary, I feel privileged have met and to know so many warm, enthusiastic and friendly
recorder players (some are all three things!) and definitely appreciate the many playing
8
courses and other opportunities we are blessed with. I do not expect to arrive but loving the
journey to recorder mastery (still a mystery).
A thought to share – nothing in music is so satisfying as a synchronised silence – precious
moments for musicians! Note to self: Watch those note lengths.
Well that’s my story so far, please share yours. Also I would love if this article would influence
a relative or friend of yours to join this wonderful, welcoming world of recorder players.
Julia Dawson. Nov 2020.
1 https://www.thejazzpianosite.com/jazz-piano-lessons/jazz-chord-voicings/walking-basslines/
2 https://www.recordersforall.org.uk/
3 https://www.seventhstring.com/
4 https://www.srp.org.uk/
5 https://www.recordersforall.org.uk/
6 https://www.mayhill.co.uk/wpn/courses/the-orchestra-on-the-hill/
7 https://jamkazam.com/
8 For example: https://www.mayhill.co.uk/wpn/courses/our-2020-courses-at-llanerchinddafarm/
http://recordercourseslyme.com/ and https://www.recordersforall.org.uk/

Ch ris tma s Qu iz
Film and TV

Who played George Bailey in ‘It’s a Wonderful life’?
‘Miracle on 34th St.’ centres on which New York department store?
Which Christmas film sequel has a cameo appearance by Donald Trump?
Who won last year’s Strictly Come Dancing Christmas Special?
In what year did Raymond Briggs’ ‘The Snowman’ first appear on TV?
What is the name of Alan Rickman’s character in ‘Love Actually’?

Literature

In which children’s novel is it winter but never Christmas?
In ‘Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire’ who does Harry go with to the Yule
ball?
Who says: ‘Christmas won’t be Christmas without any presents’?
Which Beatrix Potter book was based on a real-life incident involving John
Prichard (1877–1934)?
Who wrote: ‘A Child’s Christmas in Wales’?
Who wrote the poem: ‘In the bleak mid Winter’?

Music

Which ballet premiered in St. Petersburg in 1892?
In which English cathedral did the first ‘Nine lessons and carols’ take
place?
Who Sings ’Fairy Tale of New York’ with The Pogues?
Which record was Christmas number 1 in 1975 and 1991?
What is the total number of gifts in ‘The Twelve Days of Christmas’?
What was the title of the John Lennon Christmas song released in 1971?

Science and Nature

Which parasitic plant is a Christmas decoration?
What is Brassica Oleracea better known as?
Christmas Island is an external territory of which country?
When is the Winter Solstice?
How many metres high is the Christmas tree in Trafalgar Square?
According to google maps, how long would it take to drive from
Cheltenham to Nazareth?

People

In which modern day country was St. Nicholas born?
What time is the Queen’s speech broadcast on Christmas Day?
Nadolig Llawen is Merry Christmas in which language?
Who resigned as president of the Soviet Union on Christmas day 1991?
Which world leader was born on Christmas day in 1971?
What was Jesus’ surname?

Recorders keep coming to find me: a musical journey
by Jenny Curtis
How did you start playing the recorder? When did you realise it was a real musical instrument?
I’ve always played wind instruments of various sorts (since the age of about five anyway) but it is the
recorder which has kept coming back to find me. Like many others I did indeed start with a Schott
descant at school, later moving on, as my hands grew, to play a tenor. This was my introduction to
ensemble playing and something I immediately realised I revelled in, as both a social and a musical
experience.
Before long my recorders were superseded by the clarinet. Perhaps they really were intended just
as stepping stones. However, I discovered early on that the prospect of solo performance was quite
terrifying. Much as I loved playing in a group I had no desire to stand on a platform and play a solo.
Strange really, as I was involved in school drama and could happily act on stage. But thus it was
that I managed my entire school career without ever taking Grade V theory or any other AB exam. I
didn’t do Music ‘O’ level either. Thus it still is that my knowledge of music theory is decidedly
shaky. However, A-level physics taught me something about how a wind instrument works! Not
long before I left school, someone remembered that I had played the recorder, so I found myself in a
group providing incidental music for a Shakespeare play.
School orchestras tend not to be populated with the right proportion of instruments. There were
lots of us budding clarinettists – it was the age of Acker Bilk – so one of the clarinet players (me)
was deputed to fill in a missing bassoon part (up a tone and from the bass clef). Then it was a horn
part (in F of course). I should have realised it was training for the G treble. I could do it then but
that was many years ago. It’s much harder now that my mind is no longer as agile. The outcome?
I gave up the clarinet and played the bassoon instead.
So it was that I spent many happy years playing the bassoon in amateur orchestras and chamber
groups. ‘How about playing in the pit’ for a week of South Pacific in Buxton or Nabucco in
Knutsford? ‘Can you do a Messiah in Hale Barns?’ Why not? Then a fellow bassoonist I had known
at university said he had just bought a bass recorder and was looking for someone to make up a
recorder quartet. Another new beginning; exploring the Oriel Library. This group survived for
several years with us playing as a prelude to supper and red wine, until we were all submerged in
work and child-rearing and it fell into abeyance. It was in this group that I really began to discover
renaissance and baroque music and the possibilities of the recorder. This was a type of
instrumental music I had never really experienced (there is not a lot of clarinet music pre. Stamitz
and Mozart) although I had listened to a great many choral pieces thanks to a husband steeped in
church music. Byrd masses sound amazing transcribed for recorders. I also discovered how much
satisfaction there was in continuo parts. I continued to play the bassoon and bought my first bass
recorder.
About the time I retired I came to realise how physical playing a double reed instrument is.
Increasing age meant I needed too much practice time just to keep the muscles in trim. Never a
great lover of hours of practice, this was too much hard work and not enough enjoyment. Not, I felt,
what retirement is about. Recorder ensembles to the rescue. Enjoyment levels restored. Just so
many opportunities: new skills to acquire, new friends, the chance to find out more about the theory
underlying the music I was playing, in an environment far less pressured than the wind section of a
symphony orchestra. Instruments proliferated; “how many recorders do you need?” he asked as I
returned from courses with more instruments than I set out with. The answer of course is n+1. One
more than the number, n, you already have.

A Christmas Carrot
by Tim Cranmore

Annabel’s New Music Publications!!
Whatever your level, whatever your size of
ensemble, one-to-a-part, recorder orchestra,
easier parts for less experienced players, bass
parts in treble clef - there is nothing you could
possibly need which Annabel hasn’t
anticipated!
Beautifully produced - real attention to detail.
Available as pdf downloads and now with MP3
Play-alongs. Highly recommended!
https://ak-music.co.uk

If you fancy having a go at some traditional
German carols, check out Dietrich Schnabel’s
musical Advent Calendar, available online until
31st December.
Every day he adds a new carol in one or two
parts. He has also got permission to publish a
beautiful carol from the former GDR which will
appear on 21st!
Thank you Dietrich! We hope it won’t be too long
- Covid and Brexit permitting - before we can
invite you back to SuRF!
http://www.dietrich-schnabel.de

When you’re standing in the garden,
In the chill December snows,
There’s a deep humiliation,
With a carrot for a nose.
I can suffer coal for eyes,
And an apparent lack of toes,
But it’s just a step too far
To use a carrot for my nose.
Now a nose that’s rather prominent
In literature is best.
Cyrano de Bergerac
Was singularly blessed,
And even young Pinocchio
Whose nose kept getting bigger,
Was a hero in the end,
Though a rather wooden figure.
A bloodhound’s nose can seek and
find,
A hedgehog’s nose can forage.
But mine’s a frozen vegetable,
That’s long and bright and orange.
Not aquiline or retroussé
Roman, snub, or parrot,
Oh who would be a snowman
When your nose is just a carrot?
The sparrows come and perch on it,
And make all sorts of fun
Of my frozen snotty icicles,
That dribble in the sun.
And if it starts to fall,
I haven’t got a hand to grab it,
So it ends up on the ground,
And being nibbled by a rabbit.
So when you build a snowman,
Remember he has pride,
And that chilly white exterior
Hides a beating heart inside.
He has dreams and he has feelings,
Tho’ it hardly ever shows,
So for the sake of Christmas cheer,
Don’t use a carrot for his nose…

Magic Moments

by Ann Tuesley

It's Ascension Day and I am a very excited child. Not only do I have the day off school, but also it is
my first Sunday School outing ever. Before this, though, I have to go to the Sung Eucharist at church.
I've never been to a Eucharist before and as the choir sings the service a sense of wonder and
mystery envelops me and grabs me deep inside so that from then on music, worship and faith will,
for me be linked. By the end of the service, I know that more than anything I want to be a choir
boy ... and I never quite forgave God for not giving me the correct appendages to be one.
However, back in school, I did get my own back a little. I longed for one of those whistle things that
the older children had. As soon as I reached the top infant class, I saved up my 10s 6p and
exchanged it for my first Schott descant recorder. Remember those? Light wood with a plastic
mouthpiece. I knew where to put my fingers and blow to play the 3 note tunes, even if I did not know
how to cover the holes. Soon I was squeaking about, burning London with the others - round and
round and round. In class the teacher used to write the letter names of the notes to the tunes on the
back of cereal packets with dashes to indicate the length of the notes. That is how my recorder
playing started. It was left to the two music teachers in the juniors to teach us all how to read music
and hone our tone, which they did with patience. By the upper juniors we played in concerts and
even had to dance and play at the same time in one schools’ music festival. I loved my recorder and
often played it at home.
My secondary school was an instrumental desert. There was a clarinet, a flute and 3 cellos. This was
the era of Acker Bilk and Stranger on the Shore, so anyone who wanted to play an instrument wanted
a clarinet. I was out of luck and ended up with a cello, which is, I guess, the origin of my love for the
big basses. My entire secondary school recorder experience consisted of creeping into the music
storeroom and hiding away to play the old tenor
recorder.
Move on several years and I am a young junior
school teacher and a committed Brownie Guider.
Somehow, I have been invited to a music training at
the Foxlease, the guide training centre in the New
Forest. Foxlease is one of my magical places with
the camaraderie of the Guiding family, the forest
walks in the early morning, the evening sing-alongs
and the worship. I arrive with my guitar and
recorder and before long the singing and playing
begin. We are being introduced to a new music
publication for Brownies. I happily strum along on
my guitar, play some recorder parts and tinkle on
the chime bars knowing that my pack will love this
music. Then, I find myself in a small group of six
with a piece of music and instructions for an action
song. With the help of my recorder, I teach the tune
to the group and we add the actions. Out of the
corner of my eye I notice the trainer has crept up
and is quietly observing. Suddenly it feels like a
test. In the plenary session we confidently teach
the song to the others….test passed. It turns out to
be a special weekend with much fun playing and
singing together and meaningful worship. When I
leave, I am a changed person because I have
discovered I have some talent to share. (Little did I
guess that in a few years’ time I would be the
trainer on a similar Brownie music training at the
other Guide training centre, Waddow.)
Many more music weekends followed and this is
where I made a friend, who had studied recorder as
a main instrument at Trinity. This, together with a
South Bank concert given by Michala Petri gave me
a vision of what playing the recorder as a real
instrument could mean. Meanwhile, at school, I
became increasingly involved in the music clubs,
taking responsibility for guitar and some recorder
groups.

"The first online ERTA UK
conference happened on Sunday
27th September. We had a great
day of workshops about Alexander
Technique from Catherine
Flemming of the Flautadors
Quartet and professor at the GSMD, tips on
working with adult players with Pam Smith
and Julie Dean, conducting with Jon
Malaxetxebarria (RNCM, Leeds
Conservatoire) and Trinity College external
examinations with Jean McCreery. There was
a good crowd of people in attendance, and
we were happy that people who could not
normally make it up to London for a day
could join us online. Our plan for the next
conference is to have a physical event, but
also live stream it via Zoom, so it will be
virtual and in person at the same time. It was
a wonderful celebration of the recorder in the
UK, and helped strengthen the sense of
community and support that is in abundance
in the UK recorder scene. For more details
about the work of ERTA UK and to join, check
out www.erta.org.uk for more details."

It was at this time that I finally bit the bullet and sought out the MidHerts SRP branch. It was a wet,
murky autumn afternoon when I mounted my motorbike and set out for Welwyn Garden City with my
recorders. Being unfamiliar with Welwyn, I was so relieved to spot Handside Lane through the mist
and successfully execute the right turn, only to be flagged down by a police car who booked me for a
‘no right turn’ – the first points on my licence. I must have enjoyed the afternoon under the baton of
Herbert Hersom, because I returned for many more. I taught myself F fingering and before long I had
bought a bass. I can remember the thrill of my first experience of playing in two choirs, but my
abiding memory is of Graham Danbury playing his Paetzold contrabass with his young daughter
playing descant next to him.
Forward another few years, and it is morning break in the small village school where I now teach. We
four staff are sipping coffee and sharing dreams. Mine is to retrain in primary school music. By
lunchtime there is a leaflet on my desk advertising The Polytechnic Certificate in Primary School
Music. With bated breath I read it, excited by its content. I read the qualifications. Play the piano – I
do not. Be grade 5 or above in another instrument – I have not taken any grade exams since grade 3.
Then I read the last sentence stating that in the absence of formal qualifications interest could be a
qualification. This sounds like me, so I apply and am invited for an interview. I quickly find a piano
teacher and practice a piece of Bach in a first piano collection, learn a movement from a Handel
sonata on treble recorder, work up a grade 6 cello piece and decide on a children’s song which will
showcase my guitar skills. To my surprise, I am accepted on the course and Hertfordshire CC agrees
to pay the fees if I take a year’s leave of absence without pay.
And so began a most amazing year, which enthralled from the first piece of course homework, where
we had to write a tune for a nursery rhyme using the blues scale, to the last chord of the final concert.
Every day began with an hour of Curwen (learning to sing from sol-fa and hand signs) and was
followed with an array of sessions; classroom practice, individual singing and piano lessons, group
guitar class (though two of us were selected for our own class), keyboard harmony, performance,
arranging, conducting and visits to local schools exhibiting best practice, as well as half a term of
teaching practice. My new passion was ‘multicultural music,’ the topic for my extended essay.
The missing component in the above list is, of course, recorder ensemble. Mine was the only bass in
the group so I was well happy. The tutor, recognising my enthusiasm integrated me into the sixth
formers’ early music ensemble, inviting me to play a recorder solo in one concert. During this year I
joined the Warwick SRP and soon joined the bass section. I have fond memories of Ellen playing her
cello next to me and the tune of the year was Portsmouth. As it coincided with my afternoon off, they
included me in their weekly consort afternoon. It was a truly inspiring year at the end of which I
bought a house in Coventry and eventually got a teaching post with responsibility for music in a
multicultural school in downtown Leamington Spa, where I enjoyed making music with the children.
In 1992, life took a completely different turn, when I accepted a post working for a church agency
culminating with two plus years in Bangladesh. This was varied, exciting and challenging but it did
nothing for my recorder playing. So it is 2003, I have returned from Bangladesh and have a window of
three months to visit the people who supported me and find new employment. My church has joined
with others in the city centre to put on occasional activity events for the children where they can be
part of a big group. A planning meeting has just ended and over coffee I mention that I would love to
join a recorder group. Instantly I am signed up to an evening class, which one of the group tutors and
another participates in. Eagerly I go along, only to find that I am so rusty after 10 years that I only
manage one note per bar! But the group patiently nurture me back into recorder playing and the
world of SRP, festivals, courses, recorder lessons, grade exams, consorts, trio sonata days and
recorder orchestras gradually opens up.
For many years I had wanted to attend Recorder Summer School. In 2006 I had both the availability
and the cash so I signed up. I had no idea how intense it would be but, to me, it was recorder heaven
……so I have signed up every year since. You can play from 7.30am till 11pm and I do, starting with
practise (somewhere in the polytunnels/woods) before breakfast and finishing with duets (usually
French baroque or Telemann) after the mass playing. I have been inspired and taught by so many
world class tutors, introduced to so many genres, played alongside so many excellent players,
tackled pieces we would never play at SRP and made friends with whom I continue to play. I still
remember the excitement of playing a lively bass part in a concerto grosso, the final chords of an
Arvo Part piece hanging in the air at a student concert, some wonderful arrangements in the mass
playing and of course being part of the big bass forest.
It was probably the Summer School experience more than any other, which motivated me to improve
my playing, so when I retired in 2012, I decided to work for a Trinity diploma in performance. This had
the added joy of hours of playing with my pianist friend Graham and inspired him to gain a piano
diploma. I loved the lessons and the music and I was over the moon when I passed, but I still cannot
play in time, read music, play quickly enough or reliably. Plenty to keep working on there!
Now back to big basses. Paperwork has never been my forte, so letters from Inland Revenue fill me
with boding. One day I come home from work to find such a letter on my door mat. In trepidation I
open it to find a cheque for £3000+ pounds. I have neglected to fill in a P-something and it is my tax
allowance for several years. No cruise or new kitchen. It has to be a contrabass. It is wonderful in the

contrabass section, playing those deep notes at the roots of a piece….. there are some fabulous parts
and often long rests to enjoy listening to the other players. More recently, I have added a subgreat to
my collection. I do not enjoy playing it on my own at home but when the bottom C sounds with the
orchestra…. wow.
The other advantage of big basses is that they can be a passport to opportunities that might not
otherwise come your way. This was how I got invited to join some chamber orchestra weekends
conducted by Pam. They were so enjoyable that I wanted my Coventry friends to have the same
experience, so occasionally I organise a day for them (and me!). It was also how I got invited to join a
quintet that had lost its great bass player. This is special because the leader finds wonderful
renaissance pieces and arranges them for us to play at 8 foot pitch. Most recently Pam invited me to
bring my subgreat to the Halsway course and as this happened virtually, suddenly I am part of the
group.
Recent years have seen the advent of Recorders For All - more amazing opportunities for music
making and more amazing tutors. The Easter Course has become an essential part of my year.
Although we work hard, there is a relaxed quality about it that allows time to go deeper and absorb
new skills….quiet fingerings, gemshorns, playing the G treble, playing from facsimile being my
highlights. Time to play with the keyboard is written in and for me it has often been my birthday treat.
And then there are the chamber orchestras. The advanced chamber orchestra has frequently
challenged me beyond the very edge of my abilities. It is worth it, though, to be part of pieces like
Heavenly Fire, even if my efforts uncomfortably remind me of my six-year-old self. But in those magic
moments when we get it right, I am grabbed once again by the wonder and mystery. As we rush from
session to session at SURF, I often muse on how privileged we recorder players are to one moment be
playing something old and beautiful like Verdelot’s Beata es Virgo Maria, a Bach fugue the next and a
modern piece like Nieuwkerk’s Stamping Ground for Angels, written especially for our instruments the
next. Magic moments indeed!

Andrew Collis - 2021 Online Recitals and Workshops
Zoom has been my buddy in 2020 as I have been
performing recitals online to audiences around the UK
and worldwide. It started with an invite to play and
give a talk to the North London SRP in June. Since
then it has developed into over twenty performances.
The repertoire chosen has personal favourites and a
wide mix of styles, composers, recorders and
techniques. From the medieval Belicha via van Eyck
to Bach (both J.S and C.P.E) to the modern
compositions of Leenhouts, Rose, Maute and Mays.
Interactive commentary and sharing music scores on
screen is an important part of the presentation.
It has been great to keep my performing active and to share the music and my enthusiasm for the
recorder with a wide variety of people. My aim was to help motivate and inspire people to keep
playing and find solace in these strange times.
In 2021 I will be doing Intermediate and Upper Intermediate online workshops starting on 5th
January looking at the music of van Eyck, Telemann and approachable modern repertoire.
On 10th January I will be performing an online recital of Markus Zahnhausen's solo recorder cycle
Signs of the Seasons, with the composer present, to discuss and answer questions about the
music. This is an exciting opportunity to hear this important recorder work and hear Markus giving
valuable insight.
I will be doing a series of online workshops looking at The Signs of the Seasons from 12th January.
The original online recitals will still be happening as the programmes develop in content.
If you would like to be added to the Zahnhausen or recitals audience, participate in the workshops
or for any other information you can contact me at andrewcollis@tiscali.co.uk
www.andrewcollismusician.com

Tutor spotlight: Chris Orton

I

was born into a family who enjoyed
music - my first memories were car
journeys down to Poole to visit my
grandparents, and the car music
included Vivaldi's 'Four Seasons' (or, as I
called it, 'the lamb music', since there
was a picture of a lamb on the cassette)
and a lot of Fleetwood Mac and Kate
Bush (passions which I have carried into
adult life). I started whole class
recorder lessons when I was in year 3, in
a primary school in Frimley, Surrey, which
had a musically inclined headteacher.
Growing up in Surrey, we were lucky to
have excellent state schools and a

fantastic music service which provided all of my musical education. I was more a clarinet player
and violinist/violist until I was 16. An audition for the county youth orchestra put me in touch
with Valerie Butt, who ran the Surrey County Baroque Ensemble. By accident, I also joined this
group, and had coaching from her husband, David Butt, who was at the time the principal flute
of the BBC SO. I then won a scholarship for joint first study to Birmingham Conservatoire,
where I studied with Ross Winters, Annabel Knight and Louise Bradbury, and composition with
Thomas Simaku. I finished my studies with seven years of private lessons with Anneke Boeke
in Amsterdam. Lessons with Karin Greenhead and Bethan Habron James in Dalcroze
Eurhythmics completely changed my approach to experiencing and teaching music. I love
playing as a soloist, also conducting, and for this reason I moved to Barcelona in 2014 to study
with the great Catalan conducting teacher, Jordi Mora, a disciple of Sergiu Celibidache. My
desert Island Discs would be: Richard Strauss, 'Four Last Songs' sung by Jessye Norman,
Bruckner 9 with Gunter Wand, The Firebird Ballet conducted by the composer himself, Thomas
Koppel concerto 'Moonchild's Dream' performed by Michala Petri (which I performed with the
Birmingham Conservatoire Symphony Orchestra in my final year) and Jean Sibelius tone poem,
'Pohjola's Daughter' with the New York Phil and Leonard Bernstein. I have had so many
influences in my time, from people, ensembles, experiences, competitions.... but I love how
music and the joy of making music can bring us all together. I also enjoy good solid Spanish,
Italian and New World red wines.

NYRO Winter Raffle
Our Winter Raffle tickets are now on sale at £1 each.
Prizes include:
4119B - Adri´s Dream Recorder soprano (descant) c'', pearwood blue, baroque double holes
4119R - Adri´s Dream Recorder soprano (descant) c'', pearwood red, baroque double holes
£50 Recorder Music Mail Vouchers
Early Music Shop Vouchers and lots more besides...
We are very grateful to
Mollenhauer, Moeck, Recorder
Mail, Early Music Shop and
other donors for the prizes.
Every ticket you buy will go to
NYRO funds and help us to
keep our fees as low as
possible. Please give
generously! Your numbers will
be sent to you via email.

The draw will take place online
on January 17th 2021 and
winners will be notified via email
or post. All prizes will be posted
to the winners free of charge.
The raffle is promoted by Dianne
Charles for NYRO GB, 2 Regent
Close, Edgbaston, Birmingham,
B5 7PL.

It is registered with Birmingham City Council under the Gambling Act 2005 - Registration of Small Society
Lotteries - and the License Number is LN/000004183.
Tickets can be purchased in our shop or via an email to our administrator or you can send a cheque to NYRO
Office, 2 Regent Close, Birmingham, B5 7PL together with your contact details.

Virtual Recorder Duets with Pam 19th - 25th December 2020 10-10:30 am
You will need:
- Mediaeval Christmas Carols ed. by Greg Lewin and published by Hawthorns Music
EE6 ** see note below
- treble and tenor recorders (descant in preference to reading treble up)
- access to zoom
- to email Jan so that she can send you the zoom link: jan.epps57@gmail.com
I’m doing this to raise money for a cause very close to my heart - my local
Samaritans branch. Anything you can aﬀord to give will go towards keeping
the centre open and equipped so that the volunteers can give round-the-clock,
confidential support to all those in crisis by phone, email, text or online chat
(just being piloted).
You can donate here: https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/PamelaSmith37

**N.B. As time is now short for receiving the music in the post, let me
know when you have ordered the music from Alyson Lewin
( alyson@hawthornsmusic.co.uk ) and Alyson is happy for me to send
you pdfs on email. Email me at: tooterpam@me.com after you have
ordered the music from Alyson.

